InvestIGatIons
Sonography showed a large heterogeneous hyperechoic lesion with irregular contours and moderate degree of vascularization in the right liver lobe (segments V-VIII) ( Figure 1 ). Figures 2 and 3) confirmed the presence of a large soft-tissue hypervascular tumour with a diameter of up to 9.5 cm, irregular contours and peripheral areas of macroscopic fat. Mild diffusion restriction was observed on MRI.
CT and MRI (
No pseudocapsule was detected.
Treatment and outcome
Due to tumour presentation, high rupture risk and possible malignant nature with differential diagnosis of hepatocellular adenoma and fat-abundant hepatocellular carcinoma, the patient underwent curative surgery. Intraoperatively soft yellow-coloured mass up to 9 cm in diameter was observed. Right liver lobe resection was performed (Figure 4 ). The postoperative course was unremarkable. Several episodes of self-limiting hyperthermia were noted. The patient was discharged 9 days after the surgery. 
DIsCussIon
In the past, hepatic AML was considered a benign tumour to be managed conservatively. In 2000, Damme et al published first case report of malignant liver AML. 6 5 months after resection, tumour recurred presenting with multiple liver metastases and portal vein thrombosis. Flemming et al described recurrent hepatic tumours 3 years after operation. The authors also suggested that a proliferation index exceeding 3% and multicentric growth indicate a propensity for recurrence. Deng et al presented a case report of malignant hepatic AML with marked cell atypia, vascular invasion and proliferation index >30%. 9 In most cases, hepatic AML is asymptomatic. In a review by Nonomura et al, clinical symptoms included upper abdominal pain, weight loss, malaise, and periodic increase in body temperature. 1 The classic radiological criteria of AML are as follows: (1) high vascularization of solid tumour, (2) presence of macroscopic fatty components. 10 The percentage of adipose tissue in AML varies from 5 to 90%. 11 Therefore, differential diagnosis of AML and other hypervascular liver lesions, in particular HCC with abundant fatty components, is difficult. In a recent retrospective study, all hypervascular AML were misdiagnosed as fat-containing HCC by CT or MRI. 12 According to the literature, discrepancies between pre-operative and histological findings are noted in more 
BJR|case reports
Case report: Giant hepatic angiomyolipoma: a case report than half of cases. 13, 14 In a study by Jeon et al, venous drainage to hepatic vein was noted in 80% of cases with AML and only in 7% of cases with HCC. 15 Thus, visualization of draining vein has a high negative predictive value for HCC with fatty components. In our case, the draining vein was not well visualized, likely due to thick 5 mm slices in the available outpatient CT examination. It was also noted that the majority of tumour vessels in hepatic AML were venous structures connecting with an early draining vein, while most of the pathologic vessels inside HCC were abnormal arteries. 15 Wang et al have also noted that it is difficult to differentiate hepatic AML from fat-containing HCC on MRI as (1) the lesion-to-liver intensity of the two tumour types at the T 1 -and T 2 -weighted images was various, and (2) most of the tumours were well-defined, heterogeneous hypervascular enhancing during the arterial phase. 16 On the other hand, the presence of a pseudocapsule is useful for diagnosing HCC, as this feature is absent in 95-96% cases of AML. 16 The enhancement pattern may be divided into two subtypes: (1) "washout" in lesions with abundant central vessels and "retention" in lesions with small or no vessels. The latter subtype reflects mesenchymal nature of AML. 13 The treatment options of hepatic AML remain controversial. Some authors, emphasizing the benign nature of the tumour, suggest a wait-and-see approach. Surgical intervention may be entertained if imaging and laboratory studies are equivocal. Ding et al proposed indications for resection as follows: symptomatic patients, tumours greater than 6 cm in size, tumours showing extrahepatic growth and risk of rupture, tumours showing a tendency to grow and equivocal findings at diagnostic imaging and/or biopsy, when a definitive diagnosis cannot be established. 17 The frequency of rupture is still unclear, with only handful of cases reported in the world literature. [17] [18] [19] Annual follow-up is advised in hepatitis-free patients with high compliance after histological verification if the tumour size is less than 5 cm 2 . If clinical symptoms are present or tumour growth is observed resection is indicated. Radiofrequency ablation may be used if the tumour measures less than 5 cm. 20 Tumour regression is extremely rare. 
